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LINERS
DOUGHBOY FEATURES

YOUR BENEFITS

Special Vinyl Formulation Manufactured by Doughboy
to our Rigid Specifications

Offers soft, flexible, top-quality liner material designed to stretch
smoothly into every corner of the pool for a virtually wrinkle-free
installation.

Exclusive! “True” Expandable Liners
No “Hopper Bottoms”

Expands smoothly for an Optional Special-Purpose Deep
Swimming Area.

Patterned or Solid Blue Liners

Matches your family’s unique style and decor.

Exclusive! Virgin Vinyl Liner Material. No reprocessed
material is used.

Contains vinyl treatments for chemical and ultra-violet ray (UV)
resistance.

Exclusive! Therma-Seal™ Technology

Proprietary fusion method provides superior sealing for
maximum durability and quality. Unmatched in the industry.
We are so confident with this process that we cover the seams
of our liners 100% for a lifetime.

Uniform Thickness, Softness, and Flexibility

Assures top quality, long product life, and easy installation.

No Clay Fillers Used to Add to Thickness Rating

Offers vinyl softness and pliability for years of service.

ADDED BENEFITS
Only above-ground pool that can be installed in
the ground

At a fraction of the cost of a traditional in-ground, and it won’t
void the warranty when installed per our instructions.

Installation Video

Ensures an easy and efficient installation.

Safety Promotion Video

Offers helpful safety guidelines regarding above-ground pool usage.

Industry Setting Standards for Safety Awareness

Promotes safety and provides instructions for above-ground pools.

Knowledgeable Network of Doughboy Dealers

More than 400 dealers across the U.S. ready to assist you with
all your above-ground pool needs.

A Complete Line of Above-Ground Pool Products

Your assurance of receiving the finest quality products for your
investment dollars.

Made in the U.S.A.

Working to keep jobs in the U.S. while guaranteeing craftsmanship.

Superior Warranties on Doughboy Products

Your guarantee of product excellence.

Made in the U.S.A.. Proven durability. Beautiful designs.
Friendly service....That’s the Doughboy Difference!
Visit our website at www.doughboypools.com
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Check the Difference
For over 60 years we’ve maintained our reputation by building the
highest-quality pools and providing peace of mind that no other
warranty can. You will notice the Doughboy Difference.

Raise Your Expectations

Check the Difference
COMPETITOR

POOL FRAME
DOUGHBOY

Doughboy pools are the single most adaptable
pools on the market today. Whether you want an
above-ground pool or in-ground look, Doughboy
has the answer! Our pools’ unparalleled strength
and quality have been legendary all over the
world since Doughboy invented the first portable
pool over 60 years ago.

DOUGHBOY FEATURES

YOUR BENEFITS

Epoxy Coated, Zinc Clad™ 11000 Hot Dipped
Galvanized Copper Bearing Steel

Provides a comprehensive anti-corrosion galvanizing process,
maximum durability, and protection against condensation.

Resin Top Rail System (on selected models)

Attractive top rail design is easy to install and provides durability,
longevity, and protects against chipping and scratching. No
exposed screws or seams.

Massive, Steel-reinforced, Resin Vertical Supports

Eliminates top rail rocking, offers a dynamic design and assures
maximum strength (on selected models).

Exclusive! Com-Pac™ II Oval Support System with
Steel Construction

Offers a stylish, one-part tapered design that only exposes 9” of
the support for a more attractive. Accommodates larger pool
models in smaller backyards.

Interlocking Frame Structure

Provides strength and rigidity.

Smooth Frame

Offers a virtually wrinkle-free liner installation.

Fully Supporting Vertical Leg

Eliminates top rail rocking.

More Top Rails and Vertical Legs

Provides a stronger frame to withstand years of family fun.

Coined Top Connectors

Assures complete smoothness and an attractive appearance.

Hidden Screw Connector

Prevents snagged suits and scratches.

Protective Finish on Both Sides of Frame

Delivers corrosion protection and superior durability.

Common Parts

Ease of assembly and serviceability.

Since then, we’ve earned a worldwide reputation for creating and maintaining the highest standards

of design, engineering and service. There is simply no better value in the home pool industry. And our
product is only getting better! Our 660,000 sq. ft. manufacturing facility in Arkansas provides us the

production capabilities that allow us to continually explore new design concepts and product advances.

Styles to Match Your Taste
At Doughboy, we strive to maintain our reputation for building the highest-quality, above-ground pools,
but we know solid construction is not the only thing that our customers demand. Our entire pool line
features stylish, decorative wall patterns and thoughtful details.

Because we offer round, oval, and rectangular configurations, you have a tremendous range of

options in shape and pool capacity. You can choose from 8' round to our massive 41' x 21' “backyard
lakes”, we have the perfect pool for your backyard. Our pool designs allow for Exclusive Expandable
Liners designed to expand smoothly into an optional, special-purpose deep swimming area. Plus,

our innovative Com-Pac™ II Oval Support System enables our oval pools to blend harmoniously with
your backyard – the bulky sidesupports other brands require are gone! This system enables you to

place a larger pool into a smaller area. Whether you’re trying to achieve a subtle, integrated backyard

POOL WALL

environment or an impressive recreational showplace, Doughboy has the styles to match your taste!

The Best Memories for a Lifetime
We start with the basics — the raw materials. Starting with raw materials allows Doughboy to monitor

all phases of the production process, assuring everything meets our stringent standards for quality. In
addition, our state-of-the-art engineering and manufacturing techniques allow us to continually make
new advances in product design and development. The bottom line: Doughboy produces the finest

quality above-ground pools, filtration systems, skimmers, and related accessories for your investment

dollars. Our most valuable asset always will be our customers who have come to rely on Doughboy to

consistently deliver the highest quality products. We work hard to ensure that Doughboy customers can
always depend on friendly and responsive service from all of our professional staff.

Epoxy Coated, Zinc Clad™ 11000 Hot Dipped
Galvanized Copper Bearing Steel

Provides a comprehensive anti-corrosion galvanizing process,
maximum durability, and protection against condensation.

Balanced Corrugation (Corru-ribbing)

Offers wall flexibility and vertical strength.

Exclusive! Slide-Bar Wall Connector

Joins the pool walls together without drilling holes for complete
structural integrity and ease of assembly.

Positive Seal Skimmer System (Flattened Corrugation)

Ensures superior gasket seal.

Pre-punched Skimmer and Return Fitting

Eliminates sharp edges which may cut the liner.

Extra-Wide Skimmer Openings

Superior surface cleaning.

In-Pool, Direct Vacuum

Delivers effortless pool maintenance.

